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In many parts of the Christian world Epiphany is the time
when children receive their gifts so we offer you this extra
edition of College Life as a gift of sorts and hope that you
enjoy 'unwrapping' its contents.

As I write Leicester City stand at the top of the
Premiership, a team that twelve months ago was fighting
relegation whilst Chelsea, last year's champions, lie just
outside the relegation zone.  I mention this to make the
point that confidence, discipline and desire count for so
much more than what me might call 'talent', that all of us
are capable of amazing things if we put our minds to it.

Before we know it the examination season will be upon us
and the fear of not measuring up to our potential, but
now is the time to do something about it and I ask every
student to make sure that she or he uses all the people
and systems around them to get all the help they need
and deserve.

With such an exciting and successful term behind it is
only right that we should look forward to another and I
wish you all a very happy and successful 2016!

Avita Pro Fide! 
PAULO DURÁN, HEADMASTER 

On the afternoon of Friday 11th December 2015 the Schola Cantorum departed 
St Edmund’s to once again perform in the town of Douai, France, where the
College find its roots. 

After a good journey, we arrived in Douai where we would enjoy a traditional French
supper of Domino’s Pizza, and a good night's sleep, as we were to have an early 
start the next day. 

At precisely 9:45 AM on the Saturday morning the students left the hotel, in order 
to receive a guided tour of the famous Gothic Beffroi de Douai to attend the daily
Carillon concert.  The impressive Carillon is comprised of sixty-two bells with the largest
bell being known as the Joyeuse which weighs a staggering 5.5 tonnes.  During the tour we
had the opportunity to gain a basic understanding into how the Carillon was played by taking a trip up to
the very top of the tower, to see the bells and watch the master carillonneur in action.  The students were
also given an opportunity to try their hand at playing this unique instrument on a small replica system,
similar to the one used in the belfry.  

After having raided the gift shop of its Douai T-shirts and commemorative postcards, we were given an
hour's worth of free time in the town centre, where we were able to visit many of the Christmas market
stalls and local artisan shops.  Having relished the opportunity to buy some Nutella Crèpes and Churros,
we then made our way to have lunch in the refectory of the institute of Saint Jean, a local school.  This
much enjoyed meal was followed by a short bus journey to the Église Notre-Dame where we were able
to have a few hour's rehearsal with the Maîtrise des Petits Chanteurs de Lambres lez Douai, the fine youth
choir of the area that were to join us in the carol concert later on in the evening. 

After dinner, we were soon back at our concert venue.  The concert began with typical Gallic flair with
Maîtrise performing their eclectic set of carols, before our Schola Cantorum gathered around the altar to
perform an English repertoire.  Highlights of the evening included solo performances from Felicity
Bourdillon in a jazz arrangement of Away in a Manger, Alice Martin's flute solo in John Rutter's Shepherd’s
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continued from front cover...

We are delighted to report that the high academic standards we
encourage at St Edmund’s have resulted in ten Oxbridge applications
this year from Rhetoric II - six for Oxford and four for Cambridge.
Additionally, two of our students have applied to study Medicine at separate universities.

Our Rhetoricians have applied for a diverse range of courses ranging from architecture and law to mathematics
and engineering. Mrs Cartwright, Head of Rhetoric, commented, “We work hard to assist all our students at what
can be a very stressful time.  We will ensure that every one of them is supported throughout this ongoing
process.”  We wish all our Rhetoric students applying for a place at university the very best of luck!
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Headmaster’s Book
Congratulations to the following pupils selected for the
Headmaster’s Book for their outstanding work:

Douai trip
Pipe Carol; and Croia McDermot, Christina Thorneycroft and
Kathryn Salter-Kay in a roof-raising performance of Gaudete.  
The evening ended with both choirs coming together to perform
Adeste Fideles once again in Douai, as it was written at the
English College by John Frances Wade in 1740, whose original
manuscript is still on display in our museum.  

On the Sunday morning, the students returned to the previous
evening's venue, this time to sing for the parish's morning Mass
at 11:00.  Finally, we returned to the Institute of Saint Jean where
we were once again privileged to be served lunch in their
refectory, and soon were on our way home.

All concerned would like to offer their thanks to the 
L’Association William Allen, and in particular their president Madame Marie Delecambre for all their kind support
during the trip; and in addition to the Mayor of Douai for gracing us with his presence at the concert and making
us feel most welcome in his town.  Thanks must finally also go to all the College staff who facilitated and ensured
the smooth running of this memorable cultural and musical experience.                                            KISHAN PATEL
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Students Stretch Themselves
St Edmund’s College is proud that our Period 7 programme allows and encourages all our students to
participate in extra-curricular activities to further their understanding of their particular area of
interest.  Here are some of the ‘Challenge and Stretch’ initiatives currently underway:

Quest for CREST 
We have four groups working on hugely varied projects as part of the British Science
Association CREST awards: 

• Rudiments’ Nicolas Mann, Ollie Dervish, Ed Marshall, Sophia Price Ross and Leon 
George are investigating the most effective cleaning product for combating graffiti. 

• Grammar students Ashleigh Cook, Cerys O’Connell, Ilias Constantinides, Daniel 
Garvin, Will Roberts and Rishi Sanganee are investigating the strength of bridge 
structures built from paper, straws and tape.

• Luke Seabrook, Challoner, and James Jacobs, Talbot, are investigating a novel 
approach to setting up a computer network.

• Poetry students Meera Pusparajah, Charlie Ponting, James Hanley, Charlie Vassila and Aimee Carhart are investigating 
the absorption of different branded vitamins and minerals into 
the bloodstream. 

CREST is a UK award scheme that gives 11 to 19 year-olds
opportunities to explore real-world science, technology,
engineering and maths projects in an exciting way.  It recognises
success and enables students to build their skills and demonstrate
personal achievement in project work.

Physics Olympiad
Well done to Rhetoricians Alex Clarke and Mykyta Sydorenko who
achieved Merit certificates in the Physics Olympiad A2 Challenge.  Preparations for the GCSE Physics Challenge are
underway with Mark D'Cruz and Kian Khatiri leading the charge.

Pioneers of Computer Science
A group of Poetry and Rhetoric students attended a series of
lectures at Imperial College exploring how machines can think,
the rise of cyborgs, the use of data analysis in combating the
spread of Ebola, how to hack a university network to get a good
grade and the computer science behind The Terminator.  We
also had the good fortune to meet past pupils Asen Filkov and
Haobo Dong who are both studying Engineering at Imperial.

French Debating Competition
Louis Mowbray and Tamara Babanushvili participated in the annual Mill Hill French Debating competition and were
commended for their proficiency and fluency. 

Amnesty International
A number of students from Syntax to Rhetoric are busy working on their submissions
for the Amnesty International’s Young Reporter Awards, which celebrate young writers reporting on an issue they care
passionately about. 

Bank of England
Following presentations made by Rhetoricians on
policies the Bank of England could employ to
achieve the Government target of an inflation
rate of 2%, a group of Poets and Rhetoricians
visited the Bank of England with Mr Davies.  

They participated in a tour of the Bank of
England Museum and learnt about how the Bank
of England's policy implementation has an
impact on our everyday lives.

B & B1
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Snow, rain, high
winds or floods?

If you are concerned that bad weather 

could be affecting any aspect of the College,

or interupting our bus service, you can hear

up-to-date news by listening to a recorded

message on our Information Line:

01920 824350, or find out what’s 

happening by checking the news feed on

our website www.stedmundscollege.org

Netball success
St Edmund’s College U14 netballers are through to
the regional round of the National Schools Netball
Competition to represent Hertfordshire after
finishing as runners up in the County round on
Saturday 10th October.

The girls played six group games against tough
competition from other Hertfordshire schools, winning
all matches convincingly with a strong display of
teamwork, well-practiced skills and set pieces. 

A win by one goal in an exciting semifinal against
Broxbourne School ensured a place in the final which,
although the team went on to lose this tough match,
saw both teams progress to the regional round to
represent Hertfordshire. 

Congratulations to all involved, students, staff and
parents on this fantastic achievement: to represent
your County at this level is a great honour!

The team consists of Lara Chick, Ashleigh Cook, Beth
Gardner, Tobi Unuefa, Nada Tadros, Mairead Sheehy,
Courtney Ferns, Ella Buenaventura and Chloe Hoban.
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This year, almost all members of the College took
part in our annual Own Clothes Day and economy
lunch, raising £2,423 for CAFOD, the aid agency
of the Catholic church.  CAFOD helps people
across Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle
East tackle poverty and injustice.  The day also
gave us the opportunity to reflect upon on how
fortunate we are and our Christian duty to look
after our brothers and sisters in need. 

Members of the Chaplaincy Committee helped to
plan and deliver Chapel prayers on the theme of
CAFOD and, adding even more meaning to the
day, these started with a short drama about why
we have the economy lunch at school.  We heard
some eye-opening statistics and learned about
the important work of CAFOD before praying for
the needs of the world. 

Scholars' Service
Our annual scholars’ service provided an excellent
opportunity for new scholars to gather together,
reflect on their gifts from God and commit to using
those gifts to the best of their ability and for the
service of others.

This term we also held a Commissioning Service for
the newly-appointed prefects where they committed
themselves to be servant leaders for the good of the
College and signed the Prefects’ Book. 

FIONNUALA MARSHALL AND CLAUDIA BROOKER (CHAPLAINCY COMMITTEE).

Food for thought

Eucharistic
ministers
On the Feast of the
Immaculate Conception
several new Eucharistic
ministers were
commissioned.   

The candidates undertook
a period of training
looking at both the
theological and practical
side of their ministry.  

It is lovely to have been
able to commission
Rhetoric students to 
this ministry.

YEAR OF

THE
MERCY

Fionnuala Marshall and Claudia Brooker composed this prayer for the Year of Mercy and Olivia Leftwich has designed a poster,
which will be displayed in each classroom throughout the year. 

As the year progresses there will be lots of ways for students to get involved in celebrating the Year of Mercy and gain a deeper
understanding of the unending mercy of God.  Most recently, we have unveiled the Door of Mercy (pictured) with designs of
merciful acts that we can all remember and emulate in our day to day lives.

The Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy, the period of prayer that started on the Feast of the Immaculate Conception 

(8 December 2015) and will run until the Feast of Christ the King (20 November 2016), is a period for remission of sins

and universal pardon.  This occasion, which focuses particularly on God’s forgiveness and mercy, is a splendid opportunity

for all members of the Prep and College to reflect on what it means to be “merciful like the Father”.

Lord in this Year of Mercy, help all Edmundians to be merciful like the Father.
Help us to recognise the difficulties as well as the gifts we have in our world.
It was by your loving mercy that we were saved from sin;
Help us to remember this in our busy daily lives.
Help us to make sure we look out for those in need, the hungry, the thirsty, the homeless, the sick and
those seeking your help.
Help us to love our enemies even when it is hard as we follow Jesus’ example, and to remember we are
here to spread the Good News to everyone.
We make this prayer through Mary, Mother of Mercy, St Edmund and our College Martyrs.
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Welcome Mass

Breaking bread
with senior citizens
Ten of our Form 6 students welcomed Tina, Ron,
Doreen and Beryl from Willowthorpe Care
Home, together with carers Nicola and Kay, to
the Prep and College.  What an impressive
bunch of students they were!  Our students
chatted to the visitors with stories about their
lives, school and families whilst listening
attentively to the visitors’ own tales.  One older
lady, Tina, was an impressive 105 years old! 

There were many inspirational moments as the
children spontaneously led the guests in prayer
at lunch and then again in the College Chapel.
Our visitors cried with tears of joy as they sat in
the Chapel and marvelled at the stained-glass
windows, Rood Screen and memorials to Old
Edmundians.  Our visitors thoroughly enjoyed
the story of Father Byles, OE, who after
boarding the fatal Titanic journey, gave up his
seat on the lifeboat several times to others,
eventually passing away as the ship met its end. 

The care, kindness and consideration the
children showed was heart-warming.  Two
students, with no rehearsal whatsoever, ran
from the Griffiths Room to the Prep to snatch
their flute and violin cases from the shelf and
entertain those gathered to a rapturous round 
of applause.  

Many precious moments, which will not easily
be forgotten, were shared.  

Well done to all children who were involved and
our thanks goes to all those who supported this
worthwhile venture.

On the first Sunday of term we held our annual welcome Mass.  This was well attended by Elements students.  As
part of the Mass the students brought up their class photograph and a picture of their patron.  These were placed
at the foot of the altar to underline that the students were asking their patron for guidance in all that they do.

Service of Carols and Readings
In a departure from recent tradition, we were pleased to hold a Service of Carols and Readings for the Prep children,
separate from an Advent Mass.  After performing for the younger children in the morning, Forms 3 to 6 were well
prepared for the afternoon’s Service to a packed Chapel of parents, grandparents and visitors from the College. 

All stood smartly in their blue blazers and sang with confidence, expression and clear enjoyment.  There was a
selection of traditional carols, for some of which the congregation joined the children.  Each year group performed
their own carol, there were two French carols and the Choristers and other Form 6 children sang solo and duo
verses of carols.  We listened to the Christmas story in Bible readings which were delivered with impressive clarity
by children from Forms 3 to 6.  Mr Benham, College organist, played beautifully for this special occasion.
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St Edmund’s Day

Our thanks to Jennifer Wilson for
this report on an inspiring talk
given to Rhetoric I students in
October by professional climber
Ben Heason…

Heason became famous as lead climber in
an international team that made the first
free-climbed ascent of Angel Falls, the world’s
highest waterfall, deep in the Venezuelan
jungle.  This potentially deadly feat, which
had been attempted unsuccessfully on
several occasions before, has been described
as 'one of the finest achievements by British
climbers on foreign soil'.

Ben’s exciting talk gave us insights into the
extreme sport of climbing, which, although
he did warn of the dangers, almost started to
seem like fun.  His love of the sport shone
through but when he started to talk about
the Angel Falls expedition, the fun aspect
slowly slipped away!  Personally, the fun
disappeared when he compared an image of
Big Ben and a London bus with Angel Falls.

Standing at a massive 979 metres (3,212
feet), the falls are taller even than the
current world’s tallest building – the Burj
Khalifa in Dubai – a mere 2,722 feet.  It is
hard to understand just how tall that is until
it is compared to something you have seen
yourself.

The expedition involved spending fourteen
consecutive nights sleeping on portaledges
suspended precariously from the
overhanging wall and the climb required
incredible mental as well as physical
toughness.  Ben’s story of the treacherous
journey was filled with struggle and the
whole team had to work together to reach
the summit.  It is no secret that teamwork
was key to the expedition’s success and this
is a lesson we can all learn from.  If seven
people working together can climb over
3,000 ft up an almost sheer rock face,
nothing is beyond our reach!

On 16 November the whole College came together for Mass to celebrate St. Edmund’s Day.  This was a lovely service with the
Schola performing brilliantly. 

After Mass, students participated in a range of activities. Elements and Rudiments enthusiastically participated in an 
It’s a Knockout tournament, completing a series of tasks to win points.  After enjoying a well-deserved lunch together half way
through, they threw themselves into the afternoon activities, which involved a lot of water!  At the end of the day, Mr. Barber
presented the top three teams with medals. 

Climber gives insight
to life on the edge

proves to be a day to remember...

Meanwhile, students in Grammar upwards enjoyed off-site visits to Stevenage for the cinema and bowling, paintballing or 
go-karting.  All the students enjoyed the opportunity to expend some energy and spend time with their friends.

Douai Hockey and Rugby Tour
In October, forty-eight Rudiments and Grammar students as
well as five staff travelled to Douai to play Rugby and Hockey
games against Saint Jean School.  This tour followed a visit
made by Saint Jean to the College in the previous academic
year. 

On arrival in Douai, the group received a warm welcome by
the Deputy Mayor at the Town Hall.  We then enjoyed going
to the school, meeting some pupils and practicing our French.  

Saturday morning saw some fantastic games of Hockey and
Rugby being played.  In the Hockey, the girls won two of their
three games and the boys’ Hockey team won thier match.  The
closely contended boys’ Rugby match ended in a draw.  

In the afternoon, the students enjoyed a tour of Douai
discovering the roots of our College and where it all began.
On the Sunday, we attended a joyful Mass before beginning
our journey back to the College.  

We are looking forward to welcoming Saint Jean back to St.
Edmund’s next year and continuing our links with this school.
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Earlier this year the College and Prep were approached by
Old Edmundian David Fuller, who works for the education
consultancy Tablet Academy, who asked if we would like to
host one of thirty STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics) festivals for schools running in 2015. 

Of course we jumped at the chance.  As host, we
welcomed ten other local schools to the College to

participate with our students.  They rotated
around six activities designed to explore STEM
subjects in a fun and engaging way using mobile

devices as a tool to facilitate learning.  The varied

activities ranged from CSI-style investigations and using
remote log-in devices as well as building structures and
programming. 

Mrs Elson, from St Joseph’s in the Park said
“Thank you very much for a super morning, the
children have come back buzzing.” Mr Cartwright

from the Prep School agreed, saying, “The students
thoroughly enjoyed this experience.  Your time and
expertise are greatly appreciated.”  Elements students from
St Edmund’s said they had a wonderful time having fun
and added that their brains hurt as they had learned so

many new things by having fun with technology! 

David from Tablet Academy commented, “It rapidly became
apparent that a lot of thought and effort had been put into
planning this event by St Edmund’s.  We ran the festival in
the recently refurbished Science Block, which
looked a lot cleaner and nicer than when 
I was last taught there in the 1970s!  The
College had a STEM team in place and the
Science department produced some wonderful
goodie bags for all the children!  Throughout the day they
supported the event and helped ensure it ran smoothly.”

College hosts a stimulating
STEM Festival

Sixty-two St Edmund’s College boys were privileged to take part in a
full day's coaching under the guidance of Saracens and Scotland
second row Jim Hamilton and fellow Saracen and former England fly
half, Charlie Hodgson. Two Saracens' Academy coaches were also present.

The boys were taken through a range of skills and game scenarios and
were each given a commemorative camp t-shirt and rugby ball as a
memento of their day.  Ronan Padhiar, Elements, told us, “It was a really
good day with lots of fun.  Jim and Charlie were really easy going and were
very keen to share their rugby skills and knowledge with all of us. 

“Charlie showed us how to pass the ball and made it look easy.  He also
made us think about keeping both hands on the ball, which made it easier
to make the pass.  He taught us how to ‘drop kick’ and made kicking fun. 

“Jim concentrated on fitness and simple rugby drills in order to be fast and
quick thinking.  He was very friendly and eager to teach us.  The whole day
was really useful and, we even got our rugby ball and t-shirts autographed
by two great rugby players.”

Taught by the best
Award for our caterers!
Holroyd Howe has been providing St Edmund's
catering for nine years now: we have always
thought their food service was something pretty
special but now it’s been confirmed, as Holroyd
Howe has been announced as winners of the
prestigious Education Caterer of the Year 2015
category at Foodservice Cateys. 

The award recognises companies operating
across the education sector and Holroyd Howe
was especially commended for its commitment
to local sourcing, quality standards and the
development of innovative and fresh food menus. 

We know the catering team work really hard to
provide delicious and nutritious meals for
students and staff with over a 1,000 people
passing through the refectory at lunchtimes!  We
hope they are as proud of themselves as we are
with this well deserved award! 
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St Edmund's College was delighted, once again, to be involved with the
annual Hertford Children’s Book Festival, which gives us the opportunity to
enrich students’ lives by encouraging a love of reading.
Mrs Tyne, School Librarian, took a group of keen Book Club students and boarders to attend the Festival’s
gala evening at Hertford Theatre where the students had a night to remember!  During the first half of the
evening a number of well-known authors and actors read from their
favourite stories for children.  We were delighted to see Jonathan Stroud
again, author of the Lockwood & Co series, as he has been a regular visitor
to the College in the past.  We also enjoyed performances from EastEnders
actors Lindsey Coulson and Jake Wood (pictured), as well as comedy actors
Ralf Little and Helen Lederer.  The students particularly enjoyed Ralf Little’s
hilarious reading of an extract from Roald Dahl’s B.F.G.!

During the interval, the authors and performers mingled with the audience
so the students had lots of opportunities to chat with and take
photographs of their favourites!  The second half of the evening was a
hilarious theatre adaptation of The Falcon’s Malteser by Anthony Horowitz,
which the book-loving students thoroughly enjoyed.

As part of the Festival programme, the College was privileged to host a 
visit from the author, Matt Whyman who entertained the Elements year group, along with Form 6 from 
St Edmund’s Prep.  Matt is the award-winning author of several critically acclaimed novels including 
The Savages and American Savage. 

Hertford Children’s Book Festival has been an amazing opportunity to connect children with real authors
and bring books to life and we very much look forward to taking part again. 

Reading Festival
brings books to life

Ella achieves national athletics
success 
We are proud and delighted
to bring you news of a very
talented athlete here at the
College, Ella Wansell, who has
enjoyed success competing
at a national level. 

Ella has had a busy end to the
athletics season this year with
highlights including being
selected to represent
Hertfordshire in the South of
England Inter County
Championships in both 100m
and 200m (although due to
the tight schedule of the meet
Ella opted just to run the
200m).  Ella has also
performed at the National

Championships held at Bedford International Stadium, which brings
the best athletes in the UK together, including the current Scottish
and Welsh Champions. 

A total of four heats for the U15 girls 200m were held. Ella qualified
well through the early heats, going into the semi-final where she
was drawn against the runners ranked number one and number
three in the country.  She ran very well, finishing strongly in second
place in a time of just 25.71 seconds to make the national final.
This was held late in the day in heavy rain.  The athletes lining up for
the race were the very best U15 female 200m sprinters in the UK.
Ella ran a very good race finishing 4th, narrowly missing out on
taking the bronze medal from Cassie-Ann Pemberton of Birchfield
Harriers. 

On the back of her successful season Ella has now been selected for
the Hertfordshire Talented Athlete Programme 2015/16 at
Hertfordshire University.  This is a Scholarship programme aimed at
the most gifted athletes in Hertfordshire from different sporting
backgrounds.  The aim is to provide a full support team to develop
the athlete to national standard.  The programme includes strength
and conditioning, nutrition, recovery, sport psychology and lifestyle.
This experience should help towards Ella’s GCSE Sports Studies too.  

Notable athletes who have recently benefited from this scholarship
include cyclist and double gold Olympian Laura Trott, GBR sprinter
Jodie Williams (Queenswood) and golfer Tom Lewis.  Only 80 athletes
over the last eight years have been selected for the programme so it
is an incredible achievement to be counted among them.

Everyone at the College wishes you all the best for the next season.
Go Ella! 

Ella’s 2015 season in summary:

• Top 10 ranking UK Outdoor 200m

• No.1 Hertfordshire  

• English Schools Junior Girls 200m finalist (Gateshead 2015)

• South of England AA Championships U15 200m Silver

• Eastern Counties AA Championships U15 200m Gold

• Unbeaten Herts Schools League (St Edmund’s) 200m 

• Hertfordshire County Indoor Championships U15 200m Gold

• Hertfordshire County Indoor Championships U15 60m Gold

• Hertfordshire County Championships U15 100m Gold

• Hertfordshire County Championships U15 200m Gold

• Hertfordshire County Schools Championships 200m Gold

• Hertfordshire County Schools Championships 100m Silver

• National Championships 4th in final U15 200m

h i ra as yr p
A date for your diaries...
Following the outstanding success of previous College productions Half a Sixpence and Singin’ in the Rain
we are proud to announce that, early in 2016, our talented students will be turning their singing and
dancing skills to the musical Hairspray!

The production will be performed on the professional stage at The Spotlight Theatre, Broxbourne
(previously known as the Broxbourne Civic Hall) on 1st, 2nd and 3rd February - we hope to see you there!
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Coffee to go arrives at St Edmund’s
November brought a red letter day that will be talked about at St Edmund’s for years to come 
- the highly anticipated opening of our very own Coffee Shop. 

Open to Rhetoricians during break-time and lunch-time, it serves a wonderful array of hot and cold
drinks and snacks.  Coffee (and tea) is served in specially designed College cups with lids to take away
and, we have it on good authority, there is also a “fabulous” hot chocolate with cream and
marshmallows. 

This clean, modern space gives our Rhetoricians a place to unwind, meet and socialise away from the
main College building.  The feedback so far from the students is a resounding ‘thumbs up’!

Conveniently, the Coffee Shop will also be open for weekend sport fixtures here at the College
enabling parents to buy a welcome hot drink to keep them warm while cheering their children on
from the side of the pitch.

Celebrating 
Duke of Edinburgh
achievements 
Over two evenings in November, we
shared our students’ success in the long-
running Duke of Edinburgh award scheme
when a large number of First Division
students gave presentations on their
expeditions and were presented with their
certificates.  The evenings gave students
the opportunity to reflect on their
experiences and to show members of
staff, parents and their peers what they
have learned along the way. 

We have had an excellent response to the
programme again this year and look
forward to seeing students through their
expedition training and practice
expeditions next term. 

Continuing our commitment to the well-
regarded programme, we are delighted to
announce that our licence has been
renewed for another three years. 

Well done to all those involved! 

In September we were delighted to welcome Mrs Donna Reeves as our new Artist-in-Residence. 

Mrs Reeves has an impressive CV, having worked as a set designer for the BBC, as Head of Art for a primary school, for herself
working on specially commissioned pieces and she has also managed to find time to write four books!  She has her own studio
at home where she works on private commissions and also runs her own art classes and clubs for children called Donna’s
House.  Her main area of focus is on working with and creating mosaics. 

We thought it was about time we caught up with her to find out what’s been happening in the Art department and what her
new role here at the College entails.  Mrs Reeves comes in twice a week and is working on two projects at the moment, one
with the IB students to fulfil their creative section of their course and one with a selection of students of different age groups
on a special project for the corridor leading up to the Art department – more to come on this in a later issue!  Both projects
focus on mosaic work and you can see her influence running through the Art department with many children using this new
skill to create pieces for their courses. 

She is also helping to open up the world of art to our students and enlighten them on potential career opportunities for those
with a creative flair.  She has used already her contacts to organise a workshop on architecture when an architect visited and
talked to students about the profession.

It’s clear that Mrs Reeves is very passionate about her work and loves to work with the children to help them develop new
creative skills.  She says she feels very at home in our Art department and loves being part of the Edmundian family.

From the smiles on the students faces and the amazing pieces of mosaic and mosaic-inspired work coming out of the Art
department it looks as though the students are making the most of having their own Artist-in-Residence here at the College!

Meet our Artist-in-Residence
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Eye-opening day at Oxford
University

One Friday in September around fifteen St Edmund’s
students were invited to attend the Oxford University
Open Day to have a look around the university and ask
questions about various courses.  We were split into two
groups according to the courses we were interested in and
one headed towards the law and PPE buildings while the
other went to investigate the medical and science areas.

At the law department we were taken on a tour of the
famous Bodleian Law Library, which holds over 450,000
books on its four floors.  While on the tour we spoke to two
current law students who gave us an insight into what it is
like to attend Oxford.  They talked frankly about the heavy
workloads, difficulty of the law course and shared their
own personal experiences.  Next, we headed to the PPE
department where the teachers and students were again
extremely helpful in giving us advice about how to apply and
what they were looking for in prospective undergraduates. 

As we walked towards the science department to meet up
with the other half of the group, we soaked up the
atmosphere and admired the spectacular historic buildings
we passed.  Some students continued to Engineering with
Dr Eves while the rest of us walked to Balliol College, one of
the largest colleges and with links to Hertfordshire.  On the
way in we were greeted by smiling students and handed a
Balliol College bag.  As we walked through the College we
were in awe of the beauty of it. 

At the end of the visit, walking back through the city to the
bus, we chatted about what we had learned: the day had
proved an invaluable learning experience for us all and the
trip was a huge success.  The Rhetoric II students gained
important knowledge about the application process and
courses they were interested in, Rhetoric I students got a
feel for the university and courses available while Poetry
students learned what A levels are required for certain
subjects.  All in all, it was a very informative trip and the
knowledge gained will undoubtedly help every student 
who attended. 

Prep find the force is with them!
All in the Prep greatly enjoyed our joyous St Edmund’s Day celebrations.  The day began with Assembly,
which included a presentation about St Edmund and enthusiastic singing of the school hymn.  The Star Wars
and Stars theme for the day allowed broad scope for a huge variety of costumes, which the children were
keen to show at the end of Assembly - to the accompaniment of flashing lightsabres! 

During the rest of the morning, children participated in various creative activities related to the theme, devised
by their Form Tutors, including Jedi training, making and decorating stars, and baking star biscuits.  Meanwhile,
year groups took turns on a bouncy castle and fun run set up in the Butler Hall.  As you can imagine, the children
were delighted to be treated to extended morning and afternoon breaks.

Lunch, chosen by Form 6, consisted of the children’s favourites, accompanied by lashings of ketchup.  Afterwards,
Forms 1 to 6 and staff presented a colourful spectacle as they assembled in the College Chapel for Mass,
celebrated by Fr Peter.  Several parents also attended and stayed for refreshments afterwards in the College
Ambulacrum. 

Towards the end of the day, Early Years and Pre-Prep staff hosted a disco for Nursery to Form 2 children.  For the
Prep children, Tony Macaroni was the DJ for a Star Wars-style disco.  Meanwhile, children who preferred a quieter
activity watched Star Wars IV while munching on popcorn. 

The enthusiastic response to the day’s events from so many of the children was a pleasure for staff to behold.  
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St Ed’s Boarders Voyage 
to Mars (via Leicester)

In November a group of boarders enjoyed a visit to the National Space Centre in Leicester where
they threw themselves into the challenge of preparing for their impending ‘Voyage to Mars’.
Thomas Pecha describes the day…

Commanders Zoe and Chris briefed us on the upcoming mission, informing us that half of us would act
as scientists who had already been on Mars for two years conducting research, while the other half
would act as the replacement team. Both teams would have to work closely together to safely land the
replacement team and return the existing team. We all donned badges designating our assigned roles
and the mission got underway.

One group boarded the space shuttle and prepared for launch while the Mission Control team directed
the landing by using astronomy and constellations. The medics made sure everyone was tested and
healthy, the navigators received commands from Mission Control concerning angles of entry and
landing coordinates and others conducted experiments and monitored life support. 

During the voyage, an emergency occurred. The humidity had escalated to dangerous levels and we
had mere minutes to live! The team sprang into action to find desiccant bags and urgently lower the
humidity level. 

Over the course of the journey to the planet we received periodic updates from a hiking expedition crew on Mars
informing us of various discoveries, including a report of a possible alien life form!  We eventually landed on Mars
after taking a circuitous and quite dangerous route and both sides congratulated each other on their
accomplishment.  But there was no time to savour our success: with a dust storm threatening to hit any minute,
we had to rush to get the existing Mars team off the planet as soon as possible. 

The original plan had been to send a probe but this idea had to be abandoned as the hiking crew had become
stranded and needed a vital component from the probe.  We are sure parents will be relieved to learn that both
sides unanimously agreed to prioritise the hikers’ rescue rather than send the probe. 

After calculating the supplies needed for the return trip, the replacement team quickly charted a course for the
other team and they took off just in time, landing safely back on earth.

Both sides met and congratulated each other on their successful mission before heading off for lunch, enjoying a
show in the planetarium and, as we explored the Centre, reading and learning about space.  The visit to the
National Space Centre was a very useful educational and fun experience for all of us.  We learnt life skills like time
management, decision-making, problem-solving and teamwork, all while having fun. 

Ninty-nine and still dining out!
St Edmund’s is proud to be among the 300 UK schools 
that has a Combined Cadet Force, offering our 
13 to 18 year olds a broad range of challenging, exciting,
adventurous and educational activities.  The CCF’s
admirable aim is to enable the development of personal
responsibility, leadership and self-discipline.

In September we held the 99th Annual CCF Foundation
Dinner at the College where we celebrated the CCF year
and all the wonderful activities that have taken place.
Many adventures were re-lived and gratitude shown to all
those who help our cadets learn valuable life skills.  

We now look forward to next year’s centenary celebrations!
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This year’s Prep and Pre-Prep Performing Arts Week in
October attracted the highest number of entries ever -
well over 100 - providing almost seven hours of
entertainment over three days.

We began with the Dance section in which around forty
children from Forms 1 to 6 participated, dancing solo or in
groups and in a range of styles from graceful ballet to
energetic street.  Several children appeared in colourful and
characterful costumes.  Our adjudicator, Mrs McMeechan
(Buntingford School of Dance), was highly impressed by
the standard of the entries.  In this event, Campion House
came a convincing first, with Mayne taking second place
and Southworth third.  

The competition continued with the Drama contest in
which around thirty Form 1 to 6 children took part.  Some
had chosen to present solo or duo poems while others
performed group improvisations on titles that allowed vivid
scope for the imagination, including The Surprise, The
Accident and You’re in Trouble! Miss James, adjudicating,
encouraged all performers with her constructive
comments. This time, Mayne took the lead with Campion
coming second and Southworth third. 

By the time of the Music competition some children were
old hands, performing for the third day in a row.  We
enjoyed a record number of almost eighty entries from
Form 1 to 6 pianists, singers, guitarists, violinists, recorder

players, a flautist, a trumpeter and a drummer.  For many
children, the keenly-fought contest of House songs
between The Campion Crusaders, The Mayne Minstrels and
The Southworth Singers was the highlight of the day.  Our
adjudicator, Mr Petty, faced with the unenviable task of
choosing a winner, opted for Mayne’s rendition of Let’s Go
Fly a Kite.  Overall, though, Southworth edged ahead in the
Music section with Mayne just behind and Campion third.

Congratulations to Mayne House, which scored the highest
number of points over the three days and was justly
awarded the Inter-House Performing Arts Shield. 

Help for Nepal
The Prep School was delighted to present The British Red Cross with a cheque for £895 for the Nepal Earthquake
Appeal.  Parents and students will recall that a powerful earthquake measuring 7.9 on the Richter scale struck an
area between the cities of Kathmandu and Pokhara in the early hours of 25 April this year.

Funded by a £4 million grant from the UK government’s Department for International Development (DFID), the
British Red Cross is working with community-based groups to help sixty six communities to:

• identify local hazards and increase awareness of the risks

• provide information on how individuals, families and communities can protect themselves 
in the event of a disaster

• develop and implement plans so the community is ready to respond to disasters

• respond to disasters more efficiently by training first responders with skills in emergency first aid, 
and search and rescue.

Thank you and well done to everyone for your efforts and generous donations.

Record participation in Inter-House Performing Arts Week
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Run Rudolph Santa run!
This year the students ran the annual Santa Dash in aid of Bliss, a charity
that helps when babies are born too soon, too small, too sick.  We are
delighted to let you know that the students efforts raised over £400 for
this wonderful cause.  Well done to everyone who ran and made it happen. 

We have seen some sterling sporting performances this term from our girls.  An undoubted
highlight was the U12A hockey team winning the Forest School Hockey Tournament, beating a
strong team from Bancroft’s School in the final. 

The U13A netball team also fought hard, making it through to the finals of the Highgate Netball
Tournament, eventually finishing as runners up.  Well done to all our victorious players!

Girls’ sporting successesNew Nativity Stars
The eighty-four children of Nursery, Reception, Form 1 and 
Form 2 delighted everyone with their joyful performance of
Bethlehem News, scripted by Head of Pre Prep, Mrs Kirton. 

Her play opened with a torchlight procession and the children
singing ‘It was on a starry night’ as they made their way onto the
Douay Hall stage, lit by a starry backdrop and an enormous silver
glittering star above the stable.  

After a graceful dance by the Form 1 and 2 ballerinas, we were taken
straight to a busy newsroom and newscasters Holly Wreath and
Declan Halls who sent their roving reporters – all with equally
Christmassy names - to interview the various human and animal
characters about their part in the story.  

For the final scene, the children all gathered around the manger for
a reprise of It was on a starry night, this time inviting the audience to
join them.  With plenty of speaking parts for Form 2, humorous and
topical jokes, characterful dances for different year groups and a
selection of lively songs, all children participated fully.  Form 2
played the newscasters and main characters, Form 1 the people of
Bethlehem, Reception the shepherds and Nursery a wonderfully
colourful and enthusiastic collection of animals.  Thank you to
parents for all your help with the wonderful costumes.
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Cambridge talk opens up
women’s career possibilities
In September a number of female Rhetoric II students studying Economics were
given the opportunity to attend a fascinating Cambridge University seminar entitled
‘Women in Economics’ led by Victoria Bateman, Director of Studies in Economics at
Gonville and Caius College.  The main aim of the seminar was to emphasise the need
for more women to study economics and work in this profession. 

Lom’thunzi Ng’ona, Mia Medic, Stefania Cuffaro, Stefanie Bongiorno

The first talk, a panel discussion about Prosperity and the Prosperity Index, featured
Harriet Maltby and Alex Bleasdale from the Legatum Institute and Liam Halligan, a
journalist from The Sunday Telegraph.  They discussed “Why are some economies rich
and others poor?” explaining how inequality within countries affects the overall
performance of an economy.  For example, in countries like Nigeria with substantial
natural resources, the wealth does not spread amongst the population but is kept within
an elite, causing a gap to grow between the richest and the poorest.  The panelists also
discussed the merits of different methods used to compare economic performance such
as real GDP, GDP per capita, HDI, and the Prosperity Index. 

The afternoon presentation looked at “How Feminism made the West rich.”  We heard
about periods in history when there was a shortage of male workers (through disease
and war) where females had to enter the workforce, which led to greater financial
independence and resulted in a trend for later marriages and smaller families.  These
social changes helped to maintain a higher standard of living, meant families could
afford to educate their children - creating a larger skill base for the economy - and
enabled more people to save for their retirement. Prosperity for a population as a whole
can only happen when women are truly emancipated. 

We also enjoyed a Q&A-style talk in which Victoria Bateman directed questions towards
Vicky Pryce (former joint Head of the Government Economics Service) and Dame Kate
Barker (former member of the Bank of England Monetary Policy Committee).  It was
fantastic to hear these two successful women in the economic sector speak and
inspiring to hear about their backgrounds and how much they have achieved.  They gave
the students present confidence that although economics is a male-dominated
environment, as a woman you are still able to do well, stand out and make a change in
the economic sector or indeed, in any other industry. 

The final talk of the day was our favourite with past Cambridge University students
telling us about their backgrounds and the diverse paths they have taken after studying
economics.  The various routes pursued include working in the Civil Service, at Lloyds
Bank, undertaking finance internships, completing a Master’s degree and a PhD.

Everyone felt that the day provided great insights and was relevant to their economics
studies.  We left with the confidence that we can achieve anything we set our minds to
and that we should never let our gender limit our potential. 

Hertford Shires Rotary Club 
Food Competition
When Mrs Daly told me I was to represent the College and compete in
the Rotary Food Competition at Herts Regional College on the 16 of
November, I was very excited but also nervous as I only had two weeks
to prepare!  I had never cooked in an industrial sized kitchen before and I
had to prepare and serve food for four people instead of two.  

I decided to do a Spanish menu I was familiar with: Smokey Paprika and
Saffron Chicken and Chorizo Paella with Mediterranean Tapas Selection
for main and Indulgent Crispy Deep Fried Cinnamon Churros with
Chocolate Sauce and Homemade Vanilla Ice Cream for dessert.  I was
told that the decorations for my table would have a great impact on my
final score.  With help from Mrs Daly, Mrs Parker, my mother and my nan
the table decorations looked fantastic – thank you!

When I walked into the industrial sized kitchen, I was not nervous or
overwhelmed, just very excited.  I am very pleased to say that I won.
Cooking in this competition has been a wonderful experience and has
improved my cooking skills immensely.  As part of my prize I get to cook
in the Herts Regional College Restaurant in 2016, for my close friends,
family and anyone who wants to join me at the event!          GRACE RIDLEY

Stirring string recital 
When earlier this year an Old Edmundian kindly donated a classical guitar
to St Edmund’s, who better than Oliver Martin, our most talented guitarist
in the College, to play it in the strings recital.  Oliver’s talent had stunned
us all when he gave superb performance of Prelude No 4 by Brazilian
composer Heitor Villa-Lobos in October.

The string recital provided the perfect opportunity to display the guitar’s
beautiful rich tone and one could hear a pin drop as Oliver gave a
committed, captivating and atmospheric performance. The piece featured
harmonics in the melody but a fast middle section with position shifts was
made easier because of the good, slim shape of the neck of the guitar.

We were also treated to a delightful duo performance with Oliver and his
teacher Mr Steve Waters playing My Lord Willoughby’s Welcome Home by
John Dowland, the most famous English Renaissance lutenist.      Bravo!
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Preparations for the Christmas party began back in November when invitations were sent
out and transport arrangements organised.  As usual the parents and students showed
tremendous generosity by bringing in wonderful gifts for our guests.  On the day of the
party we welcomed 110 elderly people from the local area.  

It was a lovely occasion with time for old friends to catch up over a splendid tea.  A number
of students then provided entertainment for everyone before we all began to sing together
a collection of Christmas Carols and secular songs.  The party ended with a visit from
Father Christmas and all guests were delighted to receive a gift.

Senior Citizens’ Christmas Party 

Music contest 
ends on a 
high note

He also won the Senior Vocal Competition with a moving and
beautiful interpretation of Vaughan-Williams The Vagabond.

Tamara Babunashvili played a
flawless piano solo Nacht am
Seestrand by Kaski; Kathryn
Salter-Kay gave an
accomplished violin
performance of the third
movement of Beethoven’s
Spring Sonata; James Hanley
gave an exceptional

performance of the 2nd movement of Saint-Saëns’ Oboe Sonata.

Triumphant Pole emerged the clear winner in the sectional
competition with Challoner House coming second and Talbot third.

In the battle for best House Song, Talbot pipped the others to the top
slot with their brilliantly polished performance of a Take That medley
with an impressive use of both younger and older voices, clear team
spirit and evident enjoyment of the singing.

Congratulations to the Classic Ensemble joint winners, Poynter and
Talbot, and Rock band winners Pole.

Well done to everybody who took part and entertained us so well.

2015 has seen Inter-House Music mature into 
a slick and professional competition with Houses 
working hard over two months to produce the highest quality
ever musical performances.  With more than 130 students 
taking part, House Captains and Rhetoric I music students,
supported by their Heads of House, showed outstanding
leadership and organisation preparing for the event. 

This year, for the first time, we held a hugely successful 
evening concert to showcase the winners’ talents and perform 
each House song in front of an audience of more than 300.
Adjudicators Clare Tomsett-Rowe and Jenny Matthews were visibly
impressed by the high standard of musicianship shown in all age
groups across the College.

The standard was high in all of the sections but especially the Senior
Instrumental and Piano Competitions.  The evening soloist concert
provided a platform for the top performers to shine: Daniel Garvin
gave an athletic performance of Czardas by Monti on the violin;
Oliver Martin performed the beautiful Prelude No. 4 by Villa-Lobos
on acoustic guitar; Caspian Plummer sang the An Sylvia by Schubert
in a beautiful still-treble voice.

In the Senior Competition two organists added to the eclectic mix of
instrumentalists.  Michael Stephens-Jones, who won the instrumental
section performing on organ (a first for this competition) playing
Wedding by Graham Fitkin, gave an outstanding performance.  
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Rugby teams ‘trying’ hard and
reaping the rewards
Elements
The Elements have shown great promise this term.  The squad has developed significantly, demonstrating passion
and pride in their performances.  Despite many team members having no experience of rugby prior to coming to
the College, they remain undefeated this term.  The team has enjoyed victories against Broxbourne, Bishop’s
Stortford High School, Bishop’s Stortford College and Latymer.  We must make special mention of the
outstanding tries from Joshua Sowter and Zach Sherlock.  The squad continues to improve and we believe players
have a bright future within the sport. 

Rudiments
The Rudiments enjoyed a strong start to the season with a great victory against Bishop Stortford’s High School
as well as winning the Rugby Trophy in Douai.  This is partly due to greater organisation and structure in defence
and the side continues to make improvements.  The Rudiments have come up against some strong opposition in
their fixtures and are learning how to cope with highly physical sides. 

Grammar
The Grammarians have made huge strides and won some exciting games this term, having improved their
organisation and physicality in match performances.  Outstanding displays against Bishop’s Stortford High
School, Latymer, Leventhorpe and winning the Douai Rugby Trophy are just some of their performance
highlights.  As a squad, the team has worked hard to improve the set piece as well as the organisation in both
defence and attack. Dominic Negri and Tomas Parra have delivered outstanding performances in the forwards
while the backs have been revived with Oliver Luck and Oliver Martin in the side.

Syntax
The Syntaxians have been challenged this term as they encountered the higher standard of rugby played in
National Cup Competitions.  Mature performances against Bishop’s Stortford High School, Bancrofts,
Leventhorpe and Bishop’s Stortford College have been among the squad’s highlights.  The side has suffered with
injuries this season but hope to continue their progress throughout the year.

1st XV
The senior side has played with desire, passion and effort this term. Victories against Latymer and Bishop’s
Stortford High School this term were real high points.  Our forwards are young and continue to be challenged
against older, more experienced opposition.  The backs play expansive rugby and show signs of promise. The
squad continues to improve their performances, and it is evident in their approach to matches. 

The Sports Department would like to thank all parents for their continued support over the term.

Prep scoops Silver
Sainsbury's Sportsmark
We are delighted to report that the Prep School has
attained a Sliver award in the Sainsbury’s School
Games Mark scheme, a national Government-led
initiative that rewards schools for their commitment
to reflect the provision of PE, school sport and
competition. 

To qualify for the mark, schools must have a system in
place to track participation, provide options that attract
less active young people to take part and develop a
calendar of events that includes opportunities for SEND
pupils to participate.  This must culminate in a
Sainsbury’s School Games Day.

Having attained Silver status, we are now aiming for a
Gold award.  To this end, we are introducing Sports
Leaders, a move that will see children of all abilities
given the opportunity to coach and run games and
tournaments.

Congratulations go to Mr Goodfellow and the sports
department at the Prep school who have worked
tirelessly throughout the past academic year to
continue to maintain a high standard of sporting
provision.  Spurred on by Silver success, they will work
hard to improve the curriculum and opportunities
offered even further.


